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This system for romanizing Korean was devised by the Republic of Korea’s Ministry of Culture and Tourism 

in 2000, and has been implemented extensively in South Korea since that date1.  In 2011 BGN and PCGN agreed to 

adopt this system for the romanization of Korean geographical names in the Republic of Korea.  This replaces BGN 

and PCGN’s recommendation to use the system developed by G.M. McCune and E.O. Reischauer in 1939, a system 

which has been used by the BGN since 1943, and was later adopted for use by the PCGN.  The McCune-Reischauer 

system remains the approved system for use for geographical names in the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea. 

The main characteristic difference of this system is the absence of diacritical marks.  The official tabulation 

of the system is considerably simplified as compared to the elaborate McCune-Reischauer system, and as such 

does not in all instances provide for the linguistic nuances of the Korean language.  Certain irregular or unusual 

character combinations are not fully specified by this system, and where there is any ambiguity of application an 

official South Korean Roman-script source, such as the National Atlas of Korea2, should be used for reference. 

The Korean hangeul alphabet was devised in the fifteenth century and has 24 letters: 14 consonants and 
10 vowels.  Although the Korean language is now principally written in hangeul characters in the Republic of Korea, 
there is still some use of hanja characters. Hanja is the Korean name for Chinese characters (Mandarin, hanzi).  
Like hanja characters, hangeul is presented in syllabic units.  An example follows: 

 

Korean Romanization 

Left to right Top to bottom  

Busan 

Note: While Korean script may be written horizontally or vertically, romanization will always be written from left to right 

 
The tables which follow specify the romanization of hangeul.  To romanize names written in hanja, which 

are not available in hangeul, it is necessary to find the hangeul equivalents of the hanja characters in a hanja-to-
hangeul reference table, and then romanize the hangeul by means of the hangeul-to-Roman tables below. 

                                                 
1 It is sometimes referred to as the Revised Romanization of Korean. 
2 Produced by the Ministry of Land, Transport and Maritime Affairs, 2009, ISBN 978-89-93841-03-9 



 

Romanization of consonant and vowel sounds 
 
Table 1 gives the romanizations for Korean consonants, table 2 the romanizations for vowels. 
 
 

TABLE 1      TABLE 2 

Consonant characters Vowel characters 

Hangeul Romanization  Hangeul Romanization 

 



Romanization of consonant clusters 
Table 3 shows the romanizations that are to be employed for word-medial consonant clusters, some of which 

are irregular as compared to the romanization of each of the composite characters individually.  These irregularities 
capture some of the phonetic changes inherent in the Korean language.  For these word-medial clusters, characters 
ending syllables are listed in the left-hand column and characters starting succeeding syllables are listed in the top row. 

 

 
 Through the examples given in official tabulations of this system, such as that available at 
http://www.korean.go.kr/eng/roman/roman.jsp, a number of further irregular romanizations for consonant clusters 
may be seen.  However, these are described as pertaining only in certain instances, so should not be interpreted as 
being intended to be adopted uniformly.   
 Where alternative romanizations are given, a reference source should be consulted for the appropriate 
romanization according to its context. 
 

Notes 
Note 1: The consonants , , and  are transcribed respectively as g, d, and b when they appear before a 

vowel; they are transcribed as k, t, and p when followed by another consonant or form the final sound of a word, e.g. 
 – Bulguksa;  - Mukho 

 
Note 2:  is transcribed as r when followed by a vowel, and as l when followed by a consonant or when 

appearing at the end of a word.  followed by  is transcribed as ll, e.g.  - Seorak;  – Chilgok;  Ulleung 
 
Note 3:  has no sound value when appearing at the beginning of a syllable, and should not be romanized in this 

position, e.g.  – Ulsan. 
 
Note 4: For stylistic guidance on the presentation of generic terms, reference should be made to an official 

Roman-script source such as the National Atlas of Korea.  Broadly speaking, the presentation of generic terms for 
populated places and administrative divisions appear as separated from the name by a hyphen with a lower case 
initial letter, whilst most other generic terms are run solid with the name.  The relevant generic terms usually 
appearing with a hyphen are: 

, -do (province); , -si (city); , -gun (county) ; , -gu (district); , -eup (town); , -myeon (township); 

, -ri (village); , -dong (township); , -ga (section of a street or district);  -ro (road);  -gil (street, road).  

Assimilated sound changes are not reflected in romanization across the hyphen, e.g.  - Samjuk-myeon. 
Where the generic term is run solid with the name, however, assimilated sound changes are reflected 

throughout, e.g.  – Dongnimmun. 
 

 


